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GLOSSARY
Burqa:
Is an enveloping outer garment worn by women in some Islamic traditions for the purpose
of cloaking the entire body
Citizen Journalism
Is the act of non-professionals "playing an active role in the process of collecting, reporting,
analyzing and disseminating news and information,"
Pukhtoon
An Ethno-linguistic group with populations primarily in Afghanistan and in the NorthWest Frontier Province, Federally Administered Tribal Areas and Balochistan provinces of
western Pakistan.
Saraiki
An ethnic group from the south-eastern areas of Pakistan
Taliban
A plural noun referring to a group which implements the "strictest interpretation of Sharia
law ever seen in the Muslim world
Yellow Journalism
Is a type of journalism that downplays legitimate news in favor of eye-catching headlines
that sell more newspapers.
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Executive Summary
The emergence in recent years of a large number of electronic media channels and the resultant
need for trained personnel in the field of Journalism and Mass Communication opened up
opportunities as well as a number of challenges. The challenges facing the aspirants for jobs are
numerous. Misconceptions and inhibitions about a career in these fields, e.g. societal
restrictions and physical difficulties are quite prevalent. This is especially true for women.
Hence, the need for promoting media as a career for women in Pakistan. Internews Pakistan
and Uks Research Centre, under the banner of Pakistani Women’s Media Network’ joined
hands to meet this need.
The project designed for the purpose aimed at raising the profile of women in Pakistani media
by undertaking a series of workshops. The project brought together prominent women
journalists to interact with dozens of women journalism students of universities to mutually
share experiences and examine opportunities and methodologies for the latter with a view to
adopting media as a career. The series of planned interactions were expected to result in the
production of an investigative report on the impediments to women in general and women
journalism students in particular in adopting media as a career. It was also envisaged to
improve the situation by taking the media stakeholders on board with a view to promote and
support a higher profile for women in the media.
The universities selected for this initiative were Fatima Jinnah Women’s University –
Rawalpindi, Peshawar University, Lahore College for Women University and Karachi
University. These institutions represent major female institutions as well as various regions. All
of them support Mass Communication departments. The enthusiasm and interest displayed by
the students fully vindicated their selection as venues. The workshops were fully interactive
and the participants benefited from the input of not only prominent Pakistani women
journalists but also shared the interesting experiences from among themselves.
A survey was conducted by the Uks team in all four selected Universities. Forms were
distributed before and after the workshop among the students. The pre-survey form analyzed
the general knowledge of women, their ambitions, their problems as students or in the field.
The same form was distributed among the students post workshop to determine their learning
and any change in views. The aim was to asses the knowledge of students on related technical
terms such as gender sensitivity, glass-ceiling effect and also to ask open-ended questions
about the disparity of women in mass communication departments and in the media.
The results of the surveys, pre /post-workshop forms and questionnaire have highlighted
Pakistani social setup and mindsets and the subsequent impediments to women students of
mass communications. The social factors were rated as the biggest obstacle in achieving their
objective. These included restriction and resistance from family and the society. Due to the
social acceptance of deskwork for womenMajority of participants and attendees agreed to the
fact the number of women students in mass communication are more than the women media
professional or those who finally enter the field. The underlying factors like family restrictions,
male dominance and workplace environment, discriminatory salary packages, lack of
appreciation, lack of security services, transport facilities, flexible working hours often result in
women themselves avoiding this profession and seeking more flexible and rewarding work
environments. Exposure to practical work through internships, technical training, research
facilities, and other resources which can prepare women for fieldwork and technical tasks in

the media industry, are not easily accessible or formally provided to the students by their
Universities.
It was concluded that parents or husbands need to be counselled to support these women and
not let social acceptances destroy their ambitions. The long term goals are supporting
development and growth of the media, promoting gender equality and improving our social
system.
The post-workshop results indicate that these women students need to broaden their stance
and perspective. When they were formally introduced to the need for ‘gender sensitivity’ and
‘breaking the glass ceiling’ they realized the significance of their qualification and the
difference they could make by only joining this professional field rather than leaving it
completely.
The results and analysis of the surveys indicate that the workshop “Promoting Media as a
Career Option for Women in Pakistan” has been a successful endeavour. The surveys helped to
analyse the problems and ambitions of women in the media from the women students'
perspective.
The discussions served to bring to the fore many issues and problems such as:
l The resistance offered by the immediate families in adopting media as a career.
l The gender bias as prevalent in the society.
l The glass ceiling effect, i.e. the very low percentage of women in top media positions.
l The gap between the number of female students in Mass Communication departments and
of those who are actually able to enter the profession.
l Difficulties of working at night shifts and of transportation.
l Harassment, undesirable advances by male colleagues, indifferent managements, and
gender-based promotions in the organizations.
l Tendency to prescribe coverage of certain areas such as cookery, fashion, women’s issues
and proscribe others such as crime, sports, wars and disasters for women media persons.
l Lack of adequate opportunities to work as internees in media organizations.
l Restrictions and inhibitions by way of dress code.
l Streamlining the code of ethics for the profession.

l Discrimination against academically trained candidates’ vis-
-vis those who enter through
‘back doors’.
l Yellow journalism, its definition and the need for its avoidance.

The discussions were highly objective and well illustrated with personal experiences of the
eminent speakers as well as those of the student participants. As a result, initial
misconceptions were replaced by better-informed knowledge, hesitance against odds by
stronger determination to overcome them. A general sense of achievement and a spirit of
confidence prevailed in all the workshops. Important among the conclusions and resolutions
that evolved during the workshops were:
The female aspirants for jobs in media must think of themselves as journalists and not as women.
l Women should convince rather than confront the male members of their families in the matter of
joining the profession.
l While in the profession they should be tolerant towards their male colleagues and serve as role
models for new women entrants.
l They must study hard and extensively but should also seek and undertake internships in media
organizations.
l Joining the print media and later aspiring for electronic media would be a better option.
l Observing dress ethics as advisable in various local cultures should be no bar to a successful career in
the media.
l The media offers a vast and diversified field; therefore, one must experiment and branch into one or
the other specialized fields.
l Citizen’s Journalism, online reporting, blogging are some options for those who have mobility issue.
l Objective reporting is required of every journalist but independent reporting is the privilege of an
established and senior reporter.
The detailed proceedings of the workshop that follow and the practical questions raised by the students
would reveal that the exercise was welcome as well as timely. The sustained interest of the participating
students and their enthusiastic response to the experience journalists from print and electronic media
immensely contributed to the success of the workshops.

CHAPTER 1

1. Introduction:
Until recently, women in Pakistan were
generally perceived to be confined to their
houses in a highly controlled society. They
were bound by a few career openings
reason being social acceptability and
family resistance resulting in
intentional/unintentional reinforcement
of social stereotypes regarding career
choice. That was the time when apart from
professions of teaching, and medicine all
the rest were considered either socially in
acceptable or less acceptable. Trends are
changing though slowly. Today with
different forms of communication
technology and media which is impacting
the world in various spheres of life, the
Pakistani women are entering and making
their mark in practically every field and
profession.
Owing to the same mind set of social
unacceptability the field of media despite
its closeness to refined arts had also
remained a not-so-preferred career for
many of our women in the past. But the
presence of women who have made their
mark in this field by virtue of their strong
determination despite all odds has
streamlined the situation. They have made
way for other aspiring young women to
excel in this field and today one sees more
women entering this field. But ironically,

they are growing horizontally rather than
vertically.
It is observed that while there are more
women today in media in the capacity of
reporters, camera persons, subeditors,
news anchors, producers and directors, the
actual reflection of women on the air waves
and in print has been hazy to say the least.
Less space is given to women issues and
they are not as dominant as their male
counterparts in the field of media.
It is imperative that government, media,
NGOs and private sector should come
together and forge joint strategies to
promote gender equality and gender justice
in media. They must aim towards building
bridges between the student community
and the media industry. This could be done
through a variety of strategies, formal and
informal work is required with allied
individuals and organizations in efforts to
affect institutional media change.
More could be achieved by using a variety
of measures like discussions and surveys to
analyse issues, educate and advocate on
them, from researching and publicizing the
impact of institutional and structural media
bias on women's lives, to demanding
accountability from media outlets and
owners on under or no representation of
women in their organisations, to informing
women about their stake in media policy
debates and to strengthen the media which
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is independent yet weak in areas of gender
sensitivity and fairness, is not a simple task.
There is no denying that a substantial
amount of work is required. Efforts must be
made to set a trend that is for the better, for
empowering women, for raising gender
concerns and for enhanced opportunities
for women in media.
Uks has taken the initiative to increase the
awareness of women’s role in media
through Pakistani Women Media Network
(PWMN). PWMN is a common platform
enabling and supporting women working
in different fields of the mass media to
gather together for bringing about a
positive change through discussing and
resolving issues of common concern.
The objectives of Pakistani Women Media
Network (PWMN) are:
l To advocate positive portrayal of
women in media.
l To ensure better/more representation
in all tiers of the media.
l To reinforce that women's rights are
human rights.
l To high light cases of harassment and
discrimination against women in the
media.
l To provide strength and support to
women in media.
l To initiate open dialogue and critique
of media trends that are damaging to
women of/ in the media.
l To bring forward success stories of
women in the media.
l To share information and resources.
l To create awareness on the glass ceiling
effect.
l To endorse gender equality and justice
within the media and society.
Uks collaborated with Internews Pakistan
under the banner of PWMN, to raise the
profile of women in Pakistani media. The
current initiative of PWMN was to reach
students at different universities through a
series of planned interactive workshops.
The purpose was to analyze the general
understanding of students, their ambitions,
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their problems regarding the field they
have opted for and to explain the ground
realities to the students through personal
life experiences of eminent women in this
field, exploring opportunities and means

Reaching university students
through a series of planned
interactive workshops is the current
initiative of PWMN
for these students to adopt media as a
career.
The long term objective of Uks-Internews
collaboration is to build professional
networks of media organizations and
educational institutions at a wider level.
The universities selected for this initiative
were Fatima Jinnah Women's University,
Islamabad, Peshawar University, Lahore
College University for Women, and
Karachi University. These were selected as
they represent largest female institutions in
respective locations, and therefore leave a
large footprint all over Pakistani landscape.
Almost all of these support mass
communication departments, and the
enthusiasm and intellect displayed by their
students indicated the aptness of this
selection.
At the end of current initiative by PWMN it
is hoped that the following broad outcomes
are achieved
l An interactive educational and
advocacy campaign for students to
break myths, to address the challenges
and exploring opportunities.
l More women inducted in the media.
l Better environment and facilities for
women working in the media.
l Women breaking the glass ceiling effect
and reaching top positions.
l Positive and equal coverage of women.
l More men becoming aware of the
prevalent gender biases in their
respective media outlets

CHAPTER 2

Student taking workshop footage while participating in the workshop held at Lahore College University for Women, Lahore, Pakistan.

2. Promoting media as a career for
women in pakistan
The workshops at all four locations
remained fully interactive throughout the
proceedings and managed to benefit from
ideas of not only renowned women
achievers from Pakistani media, but also
drew out the best from a considerable
segment of participating women students
(Annex V1) The format adopted
presentation, an over view, Q & A,
comments, and concerns. The guest
speakers reminisced about the problems
they faced when taking up this field. Some
women journalist talked about the
resistance they faced from their immediate
families on their selection of a profession
that the family thought was not 'suitable'
for women. Then there was the glass ceiling
effect which some women encountered
when they were aspiring for higher
positions. The gender discrimination that
they faced was next in line. Low wages, the
harassment, the prohibition of females
from taking up hard issues, late night shifts,
and a host of other issues came to fore.
2.1 Setting the Stage: Why is it essential to
have a Gender - Sensitive media?
The introductory presentation began with

how media has traditionally been a field
which always remained male dominated
and went on to explain that although a
woman's image may adorn various media
outputs only as an ornament, no
meaningful participation in creation of
media comes her way. Whether in the West
or East, media rooms, news desks, and
researchers as well as anchors have
traditionally been males. Men design and
define media policies, priorities and agenda
including how women are portrayed and
presented. As directors and managers it is
often men who make decisions about
hiring, promoting, and assigning staff. The
ratio of male-female workers in the media is
therefore heavily imbalanced in favour of
men. The bias of media resultantly comes as
no surprise. This bias affects images of
women in the media, and in turn it has a
negative effect on women's development in
a society. It was stressed that gender
construction in the media is directly
connected with various issues: these
include, sexism and under representation
in the media and raising the number of
women in the newsrooms. Other factors
quoted as being responsible for invisibility
of women from media organizations
included low hiring rates and sexual
harassment at work places.
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In examining gender patterns in South
Asian and particularly in the Pakistani

Male- female media workers ratio is
heavily imbalanced in favour of men

media, there is a need to analyse the
participation and position of women in the
media, and the impact of those positions, on
women's development. It boils down to
women's right to participate in public
debates and to have their views heard, and
the right to see themselves portrayed in the
media in ways that accurately represent the
complexities of their lives. Along with
under-representation, also comes the
percentage of women in top positions. Very
few women journalists have made it to the
top ladder. For example, in the 62-year
history of Pakistan, no woman has ever
been editor of an Urdu newspaper and only
few women have been editors of some
English dailies. These include Dr Maleeha
Lodhi, the first woman editor of an English
daily, The Muslim, and later The News
International, Kamla Hayat, Beena Sarwar,
and Ayesha Haroon who have headed
bureau offices of various newspapers. The
official wire service APP has never had a
woman Director General. The Herald was
the only English political monthly that had
a woman editor as well as a predominantly
female staff. This group later resigned en
masse from The Herald and brought out
another political/social magazine The
Newsline. In Urdu and regional language
press (that captures more than 80% of the
newspaper market), there are very few
women journalists. The state-controlled
Pakistan Television Corporation has had
one woman reaching the top position of
Managing Director and another woman as
Director Programmes. But state-owned
Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation has
never had a woman as Director General.
The new private television and radio
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channels have no doubt employed many
young women as reporters and DJs, but this
is where it all ends, as very few have
women at top positions.
Gender disparities in Pakistan are severe
and pervasive. Deeply rooted cultural and
institutional constraints prevent Pakistani
women from playing a fulfilling role in the
development of their society. Their
presence in the public sphere is condemned
under the guise of cultural and religious
values, thus, making their contribution
outside the home difficult, if not
impossible. Institutionalized violence
against women in Pakistan allows crimes of
'passion' and 'honour' to go unpunished
and has become, in the past two decades,
one of the biggest constraints to widening
their role in the public domain. All negative
portrayals of women in media and their
discrimination on basis of gender in
employment and advancement in the work
place are viewed as some major areas of
concern. Some of the more prominent
hurdles confronting women empowerment
in Pakistani media are:
Covering crime - The women in the cases of
rape are the worst victims. A lot of
newspapers report with a bias against these
women and reinforce the existing nonsupportive attitude of the society towards
women. No wonder then that the official
reaction to rape continues to be that of
accusation towards women.
Stereotypical images - There is a marked
increase in women's magazines...focusing
heavily on the domestic side of women and
trying to prove that every woman needs to
be a perfect cook, a tailor, and housekeeper
and also be beautiful. The intellectual
qualities of women are seldom mentioned
of a 'perfect woman'. Their abilities as equal
partners in developments are lost in this
image.
Hypocrisy in media portrayal - The media
in Pakistan has no problems while exposing

CHAPTER 2

physical and sexual features of women but
is reluctant to bring forward issues of HIV/AIDS,
sexual harassment, sex and flesh trade,
trafficking etc on the pretext of obscenity.
Role of advertising - Sadly enough,
beautiful women are used to sell
everything, be it drinks, jeans, kitchen
faucets, cars, medicines, juice,' and Pakistan
is no exception.
Reinforcing of the images of the men There is a need to look at the question of
male-sexuality and advertisements in the
newspapers and analyse the linkages
between these advertisements and acts of
violence...
Use of derogatory language - Many a times,
the language, the media (not all) uses
abusive and sexist, but also extremely
judgmental, lacking any investigative or
analytical value.
Absence of gender-sensitive media policiesPakistan's media policy [has]...always been
determined by the party or agency in
power....We have witnessed women
getting a greater exposure in some regimes
than others. Women have also been
subjected to undue restrictions vis-à-vis
their appearance in the media.
2.2 Media Ethics
Uks has continuously been stressing upon
the need for a code of ethics in general, and
a gender-sensitive code in particular. The
presentation for the workshops tried to
provide students with an insight into this
issue by giving a historical background.
They were told how since the imposition of
"Press and Publication Ordinance" (PPO)
by Ayub Khan in 1963, it has mainly been
used as a tool used to suppress and prevent
press from publishing views and news that
were critical of the government. Later on in
80s, despite the passage of Code for Self
Regulation and Code for Advertising
Practice of the Advertising Standard

Council of Pakistan and the Indecent
Representative of Women (Prohibition) Act
1986, the fact remained that some section of
both print and electronic media continued
to portray stereotype images of women.
They focus on sex appeal or physical beauty
of women to sell a product. Another
stereotype entails show-casing of women
as a wife or a mother or for that matter a
defenceless, submissive, suffering woman
or so to speak someone meant exclusively
for the home and in certain cases as another
woman's enemy.

Uks has continuously been
stressing upon the need for a
media code of ethics in general
and a gender-sensitive code in
particular.

Internet or World Wide Web is another area
of concern. Having a global reach it is
virtually impossibly to regulate its
operations. As a result, pornography,
unwanted lewd messages and cyber crimes
are posing as new challenges before the
policy makers and media professionals.
Transcending what have been hitherto
sacrosanct national boundaries, the
Internet is emerging as a very potent means
of global communication. The most
alarming fact is that many of its sites are
projecting highly degrading, debasing and
demeaning images of women. In this
backdrop media needs to come forward
and foster a broad ethical content and
moralizing impulse in the society so
essential for the emergence of a civil society.
Uks's achievement of formulating 'The First
Ever Gender Sensitive Code of Ethics for
the Print Media in Pakistan' in January,
2005 was also discussed. The code
addresses different aspects of gender
sensitivity in the print media including
right to privacy, pictorial depiction of
women, rectifying under representation of

. Gender Sensitive Code of Ethics for the Print Media in Pakistan. Uks research centre 2005
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women and projection of gender roles in
advertisements,
amongst others.
The code was
compiled after a
country-wide
networking
drive in which
print media
journalists were
engaged in
dialogues, ondesk training
and advocacy
sessions by the
Uks team.
Additionally,
strong linkages
were built with
t h e m a s s
communication
departments of
d i f f e r e n t
universities. A South Asian Regional
Conference was also organised, with
deliberations from Bangladesh, Sri
Lanka, Nepal, India and
Afghanistan, reaching consensus on
concrete clauses for the code.
2.3 Women in Media: A Global
Scenario
The introductory session also
explained that this initiative was a joint
effort by Uks (under the banner of Pakistani
Women's Media Network) and InternewsPakistan and was designed to raise the
profile of women in Pakistani media by
undertaking a series of workshops through
bringing together prominent women
journalists and students of various
universities to share experiences and
examining opportunities and
methodologies for the later to adopt media
as careers. In journalism, as in most other
fields, top positions have traditionally had
men in their chairs. But the status quo is not
going unchallenged. No longer paper dolls,
women are moving up the journalistic

ladder. American women in journalism
have a war to thank: the Second World War.
With the men away, the women could
work. They were thrust into editorial
rooms, press offices and printing houses.
No attempt at theoretical justification was
needed. That is something which is not
needed in our case to prove ourselves.
Citing examples from South Africa it was
mentioned that even there, changes have
taken longer. From the
fall of Apartheid to the
writing of the new
Constitution, the
transformation has
been radical, but
largely theoretical.
Equality for women is
enshrined in the
Constitution, but what
does this mean in
practice? Have doors
finally swung open or
is the latch still out of
reach? That's the
question which is not
just in journalism or
any other field of
communication but in
every field. Getting a
degree, does it mean
that you also have the
opportunity to enter the field and if you
have the opportunity, do you feel that you
are as welcomed or you have the support as
men have? So that is again a big question
mark?
An Indian Journalist, Smruti Koppikar of
Outlook was quoted as saying, “women's
rights are part of the basket of issues that
she would be forced to write about not
because she is a woman but because they
are important and they relate to a section of
society that does not easily find a voice in
the media. By and large, most of the
women journalists are employed at junior,
middle and feature editor levels. The glass
ceiling is far less pervasive in Indian

2. Breaking Write Through the Glass Ceiling: Caryn Voigt and Maryke Spijkerman spoke to a cross-section of South African women
journalists about whine, women and work in the South African Press. 1995
3. Breaking Write Through the Glass Ceiling: Caryn Voigt and Maryke Spijkerman spoke to a cross-section of South African women
journalists about whine, women and work in the South African Press. 1995
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Television compared to the print media.
Women's presence on TV, in studios of
editing rooms, in the decision making
corridors of TV channels and major
production houses have contributed
substantially to their mainstreaming in this
profession.” It is interesting to note that
even in Pakistan the electronic media has
opened more doors for women than the
print media where more women can be
seen in FM Stations and TV Channels.
Ironically, one of the reasons for this
popularity is the glamour attached to it and
a woman's face on the screen or a female
voice on radio is considered an important
key to success for any programme.
2.4 Women in news rooms: Gender
Blindness, Insensitivity or Ignorance?
While discussing the existing gender
blindness or insensitivity in Pakistani
media it was said that though presently, we
are witness to a remarkable media women
in news and news rooms are still lagging
behind. No doubt radio has made a
comeback Radio has with FM stations along
with more news publications and TV
channels on air but whatever the medium,
the usual trend on getting opinions is to
start with the male voice and at times forego
the female voice completely. The national
budget of Pakistan is one such example
where we have expert women economists
who do not receive due recognition. If you
observe the different radio or television
reports on any issue especially in vox pops,
the reporter or producer talks to men while
the women are neither interviewed nor
projected in any way. She recalled that
while doing a series of radio programs with
the Uks team for the first time, there were
two male radio producers from different
family backgrounds. They brought back the
documentaries with vox pops, one had no
female voice in it and the other had one or
two very meek voices of women at the end.
Consequently, they had to be done again.
One of the producers was asked the reason
for this exclusion and according to him it

was not important to have a female voice in
it. Following three questions were put to
him;
1.Did he think that women have no
opinion?
2.Did he find out the kind of issues they
wanted to discuss?
3.Did not they have any kind of experience
on the issue?

If you observe the different radio
or television reports on any issue
especially in vox pops, the
reporter or producer mostly talks
to men while the women are
neither interviewed nor projected
in any way.

He did not know the answers as he never
thought of getting feedback from both
genders. It was a great learning experience
for him. This kind of initiative has to be
taken by someone. Writers, producers and
reporters should be told that women are a
major part of our population and thus their
opinion should also be reflected in the
media. Women are not given their due
place either in the news rooms or in news
stories. The two factors are closely linked to
each other. When more women are
employed in the newsroom it means better
projection of women related issues. To
achieve this it is important to shift societal
attitudes in favour of women working in
the field. Everything is inter-connected; if
we have more women in the media then we
can find solutions to a majority of issues
regarding women. All women are gender
sensitive as you expect them to be or as we
think they are, but we think that women can
do a story more sensitively than a male,
especially if it is about women issues.

4. Blogtrotter: Making News: Women Journalism, written by Ammu Joseph co-author of Whose News?. November 17, 2007
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More women employed in the
newsroom- means better
projection of women related
issues

The issue of male domination of media was
also brought up. Usually men decide the
news, views and visuals that are to be
heard, read and seen. In Pakistan, very few
news organizations have women in top
positions, as the decision-making areas are
totally male dominated. Although there are
more women in media today in the capacity
of reporters, camerapersons, sub-editors,
news anchors, producers and directors, the
actual reflection of women's problems on
the airwaves and in print has been hazy, to
say the least. Women are still not as
dominant in the newspapers, publications,
television and radio as men. Less space is
being given to women's issues whereas
there is a lot of coverage of politics and
economical issues but then again
entertainment is a glamorous area where
women have a larger role than men. This
kind of male domination in our newsrooms
becomes overwhelmingly prominent
during news coverage of disaster or crisis
related events.
Pakistani media continues to be heavily
dominated by men. One example is media
coverage of October 8, 2005 earthquake.
Most of the news coverage of the 2005
earthquake was devoid of any gender
sensitivity, women were presented as mere
helpless victims. However men were
projected as brave survivors helping each
other that made media's bias about the
women very clear. Women are supposed to
be telling sob stories or they are always
portrayed as weak and crying for help.
Very few stories about courageous women
from that area are ever heard by anyone.
The media did not portray the resilience of
women either through pictures or stories.
In times of disaster, women also lose their

families; therefore, how they cope with
everyday situations should also be taken
into account. In reality a lot of women have
been very courageous even after losing
their families and homes. These women
have done what ever they could in
rebuilding their own and their children's
lives. The general public do not have a clue
as to how strong the women from that area
have been during crisis.
Rather than bringing up stories of how
courageous most of these women had been
in the given situation, the focus was on
physical appearance and its connection to
being eligible for marriage and their ability
to procreate, and since many women had
been disabled, majority of them found it
difficult to live on. A great number of
weddings were also witnessed at that time
as people wanted to shift the responsibility
of women by marrying them off to men.
Consequently, people wanted to marry
women who had either lost a husband or
parents. A disabled woman was considered
useless because she would not be able to
work or bear offspring. Even after three
years, only a few media persons while
covering the disaster situation took up this
issue. If it was related with the Tsunami of
Sri Lanka it was found that the same kind of
heartrending stories about women were
circulating and only a few stories about
their strength were told. This is just one
example from various citations of gender
biases and blindness. Thus, the issue of
gender insensitivity needs to be addressed.
There is a requirement to find a way out for
making women more prominent in the
media coverage; be it print, or electronic
including the internet. In the media and
there is a visible preference for politics,
business, sports, entertainment and show
business. Women are present in the media
but not in mainstream. Space given to
women issues has also diminished. The
need is to focus on the intellectual ability of
women rather than on their beauty. The
achievements of Pakistani women are not

5. Who Makes the News? A roundtable organsied by Uks on Gender-sensitive reporter on Disaster- March 2006
6. Tasneem Ahmar- paper on, “Analysing Media Images of Pakistani Women in October 8, 2005 Earthquake”, presented at Gendering Asia
Conference at Akureyre, Ice Land, June 1-2, 2007
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fairly reflected through media. Another
related issue is the Glass Ceiling Effect or
the extremely low percentage of women in
top media positions. This is again a global
issue and its intensity is felt in all
professions.
The presentation also looked at the issue of
existing gap between the number of female
students in departments of Mass
Communication and their visibility in
media is another area of concern. All major
universities in Pakistan have Mass
Communications departments with high
representation of female students. In some
universities they outnumber male students,
yet when it comes to entering the practical
field, we find very few women in the media,
especially in the news rooms. Another
important issue is Night Shifts. Women are
not put on night shifts because that would
mean providing transport facilities etc.
Women journalists say that this is just a way
to justify keeping women out of serious
journalism. Mostly women do not join
media because of night shifts, as every time
they are late, there is a crisis especially with
the parents.
The role of media organizations was linked

with under representation of women.
The presentation concluded that sexual
harassments, unwanted advances,
indifferent managements, professional
demotion, personal vendetta, uneasy
relations, generation gap, constant irritants
and character assassination are no less
important issues that need to be discussed.

Another related issue is the
Glass Ceiling Effect or the
extremely low percentage of
women in top media positions.
This is again a global issue and
its intensity is felt in all
professions.

Any one of these could be the impediments
as to why women are not working and why
there are so few of them in media. This is
happening especially in media
organizations where performance
approval depends on the boss. Most of the
times when the boss is a male and a female
does not oblige him; her ACR (annual
confidential report) is affected.

Ms. Neha Ansari sharing her experience in media at Karachi University.
(L-R) Ms. Neha Ansri, Ms. Fariha Aziz, Ms. Nabeela Aslam, Ms. Afia Salam and Ms. Tasneem Ahmar
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(L-R) Ms. Farah Zia, Ms. Fakhra Tehreem, Ms. Saadia Salahuddin and Ms. Tasneem Ahmar giving presentation at the workshop in Lahore

3 The discussions- issues that came up
A lively and interactive discussion ensued
at the end of main presentation at all four
universities. The students as well as
participating journalists whole heartedly
voiced their points of view. Below is an
account of what the discussions focused on.
3.1 Issues Concerning Home
Balancing home and work-especially after
marriage
It was felt by many participants that this
issue concerns almost all working women
at one stage of their lives or the other. As
they get married, they start to face timings
problems and it becomes very difficult to
manage home and office. A connected issue
was raised by one participant that if and
when they reach home late, the family
members are suspicious about them as if
they might have done something wrong.
These kinds of circumstances create the
situations for women discouraging their
entry in media. Most of the time when
women get married despite being highly
intellectual persons and having a very good
professional background, they are not able
to continue their work, in this case internet
was cited as the best option to move ahead
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and keep yourself up. It was opined that
although the problems were acute but not
insurmountable. If anyone really wants to
work then marriage is also not a barrier as
in case of “one woman who married, got a
child and with a child she did her MSc and
started working”. A work place does
provide a professional environment to
carry out your work, but inability to go out
and work should not stop one from
pursuing a career if it can be done from
home.
Family Mindset
As professional journalists, women have to
go out to work on assignments, interact
with people (mostly men) and be part of an
organisation. But how can parents and
family minds be changed, which always
keep harping that it is not a good field for
women. The first challenge is (women)
students' homes, because parents are not
willing for them to join this field, as they
think that there are many issues starting
from late hours (especially night shifts),
male attitudes and harassments that make
them (parents) uneasy and uncomfortable.
Students urged that there was a need to
change parents' mindsets, and one way of
doing it could be through such kinds of
seminars and workshop. This was a major
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concern and came out very strongly in all
the four workshops. There was a
unanimous call for some mechanism to
help change parents' reluctance to let their
daughters adopt media as a career. A
suggestion to take out a newsletter for the
parents and send it out to every student's
house was discussed with a hope that this
could bring a change. Another suggestion
was for the teachers to play their roles in
convincing the students' parents to let them
join media.
3.2 Issues Concerning Gender
Women's Image in Media
It was expressed that probably only those
people consider media to be good who are
working in it, as others mostly categorize it
as a 'bad' profession and they label all the
people working in media as morally
corrupt and therefore women are not
secured in it. The fact is that media does not
encompass only glamour but talk shows
and other fields as well. Glamour is only a
small portion of it, but on the other hand we
see famous personalities such as Sherry
Rehman, Shirin Mazari, Dr. Maleeha Lodhi
and Naseem Zehra on media. Labelling
media as a 'not good' profession is not valid
anymore since women are working in a lot
of diverse fields such as traffic wardens,
police women and can be seen entering
many professions considered 'tabooed'
previously. So, why not have more women
in media? As against the example of an
internee, who after her internship was
advised by her male colleagues not to
continue working as the environment was
not good, some others had positive
experiences. In another case the experience
was quite different where a group of
women students who went to a news
organisation for an internship programme,
were given a separate room and were told
to work there and be comfortable. They
were also encouraged to join this field and
work hard.

Changing Perceptions through force of
Argument
One of the speakers narrated that in 1998
when she did a feature on the famous Saima
Sarwar case of honour killing, her editor
called her and said that she was working
against their organization. He tried to
dissuade her from writing about the girl as
she was the daughter of one of their
patrons. He further explained to her that in
Pakhtoon society such things were not
done. On this she resigned from the job as
she felt that it was against the requirements
of objective journalism to back down. After
a week they called her and asked her to
rejoin the organization. Then after three
years the same editor told her to write on
the “swara” case in which a girl was sold in
Nowshera. So this is how in her case she
managed to not only win over a hopeless
case, but also managed to effect a change in
the whole organization. In another case a
girl's parents and parents in law both
families were highly educated but at the
beginning of her marriage, her husband
was little conservative and she had to stay
at home all the time but her brother always
used to push her to study further instead
of wasting time. Then she persuaded her
parents in law and got admission in a
university. So sometime when you are
convinced about something you may even
have to go against your family values. But
in the process you should also balance
things, as the family is also very important.
A balance between professional and family
life needs to be maintained by working
women. With inner courage any hurdle can
be overcome. It must never be thought that
the male colleagues are any different from
you and they can be made to realize that
you need respect while being firm with
them.
Crime Reporting by Women Journalists
It was opined that there is a tremendous
need for more women crime reporters as it
is males who are covering crimes relating to
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women leaving out many issues
uncovered, but if there is a woman crime
reporter, she may get a better story. There
are places and cultures in our country
where men are not allowed therefore
women would have a better accessibility
too. A male correspondent maybe able to
bring out hard core aspects of the story, but
a woman may also do that and additionally
give the story a human angle as well.
Problems of female journalists
Generally the problems of a female
journalist are the same as those faced by any
other working woman. But as a journalist,
people start trusting you, what ever you
produce in the field, either in writing, a
documentary or a programme and
pressures of this trusting relationship are so
much that you can't let them down. Only
one problem is unique to women, and it is
that sometimes men (your editor, for
example) may not take you seriously.
Women themselves have to come forward
and take the lead and get on with a project
even if it entails covering a war. If one is
willing to do it seriously, one is perfectly
capable of doing it. Citing an example one
of the participants said, “I challenge myself
to take courage not only during warlike
situations but in other matters as well. I
used to be a shy person, I never used to
speak, people used to wonder if there was
something wrong with me. In fact for me it
was a huge challenge to ask questions at
press conferences. But I adapted myself to
do it. I found out that sometimes the
circumstances are to my advantage and
sometimes they aren't. When I went to
Afghanistan I had to sit there for six hours
waiting to meet the tribal leaders but they
did not want to meet the media. Then at last
they felt ashamed to find a women sitting
out and waiting for them and they
consented to meet me. So sometimes it is
advantageous to be a woman and
sometimes it is a disadvantage. But the real
hurdle is that the society does not permit
women to stand up and fight for their
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rights.” In situations where sometimes the
male producers are not able to cover an
issue, female producers have come to their
rescue and helped them get the story. It
must be kept in mind that being a woman
can be an advantage, instead of considering
it to be an impediment.

“Sometimes it is advantageous to
be a woman and sometimes it is a
disadvantage. But the real hurdle
is that the society does not permit
women to stand up and fight for
their rights”
Same as any working woman, transport is
another major issue. If you are a journalist
you need to have transport to move around
and get the stories. Similarly being married
requires one to equitably distribute one's
time between family and work. It is felt that
in print media women are only kept limited
to women issues. The question is of the true
motive behind it. Is it a sincere effort to help
them out by choosing softer issues for them,
or a desire to keep them limited to less
intellectually challenging fields?
Are Women Journalists bound by
Gender?
It is a fallacy that women journalists focus
more on women issues because of
inferiority complex, and don't dare to take
up other issues. As per one participant she
picks up women issues if she feels that she
is sufficiently interested to be able to do
justice with the subject and not due to any
other consideration. But she doesn't feel
fixated to covering only women issues. If an
editor asks a female journalist to cover a
story, it would be because of her work, and
not because of her gender. On the other
hand there is no harm if a woman is
interested in women issues and wants to
cover only these stories. The important
questions for a women are, can she move
out and cover stories? Can she do
investigative reporting? Can she go to the
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place of crime and cover story irrespective
of the dangers involved?
Sports were traditionally a field covered by
men, but we now have very good reporters
like Afia Salam, who was the first women to
have started covering sports news in
Karachi. Similarly successful was Farhana
Ayaz from Islamabad. It is to one's discredit
if one delays work, because in that case the
boss would invariably count it against your
gender. In journalism subjects like
education, culture, women, NGOs, are
known as soft beats. These beats are almost
always given to women. In any beat, one is
required to do one's homework and
increase one's knowledge of it, so that one
can take out news from the same beats.
Sometimes some reporter make the soft
beats so much of their comfort zone that
they don't come out of it and more versatile
ones step out from it and go for politics,
sports and other issues. In most cases it is
believed that politics is still a male
dominated field.
Dress Code
Dress code is essentially one's own choice,
and if one can work diligently and has
talent, then it does not really mater if one is
clad in a burqa or not. What is only needed
is to remove the ignorance behind this veil
or burqa. But we find in some cases that this
burqa becomes a hurdle, and many women
don't get admission in universities because
they aren't wearing burqa. Conversely, in
many organizations burqa is not allowed
for different posts. It is on such occasions
that dress code becomes a hurdle in the way
of success. It is alright not to opt to become
an anchor in electronic media, if one is not
ready to put on the required western attire,
one could be a reporter if dress code itself
becomes an issue for some. Actually the
truth is that we have a diverse cultural
society in Pakistan, where some wear jeans
and for others burqa is a must. Pakistan has
a society where some are too liberal and
some are conservative, and it differs from

areas to areas since traditions and social
conditions are different all over the
country. Citing her boss, one of the
participants said, “You can wear what ever
you like, dress shouldn't be a hurdle in your
work conditions, even if you want to wear
burqa while working, put it on.” It must be
remembered that a journalist is not a model,
and she essentially is there to cover news
and bring facts in front of the public.
Mixed Workshops
While commenting on the tremendous
efficacy of such workshops, some
participants came up with the idea that in
future men should be also be invited to
make the discourse more comprehensive
and fruitful.
3.3 Issues Concerning Workplace
Glass Ceiling Effect
In Pakistan the phenomenon of glass ceiling
is as much prevalent as in other countries
even if somewhat higher. Here the number
of women reaching the top positions is very
less. But when women students were asked
to describe what this phrase meant,
majority had no clue about it. The students
were told how one would keep moving
upwards and ultimately bang into an
invisible ceiling. It was then explained to
them that “glass ceiling effect” is most often
used to describe the discriminatory or
sexist attitude many women face at the
workplace. This was then put into the
context of professional women and how if
and when ascending the progress ladder,
the word “ceiling” indicates that there is a
limit to how far they can climb it and if this
ceiling is of glass-meaning that while this
barrier very real, it is transparent and not
obvious to the climber. It was also
explained that though the term glass ceiling
is traditionally used for women in business
situations, it could be experienced by
women in any and every profession. Many
participants related to this and agreed that
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ironically men are still deeply entrenched
in the upper echelons of media, and women
though struggling to reach the top, often
find it nearly impossible to break through
the glass ceiling.
Under representation of women
At the most basic level, women are underrepresented in media institutions. In the
Global Media Monitoring Project
participated by 71 countries in 1995, only
36% of journalists were women in Asia.
This is also very true for Pakistan and was
explained through some examples of how
only a handful of women have made it to
the top media positions in 62 years' history
of Pakistan. Various causes for this under
representation were also discussed.
Starting from resistance women face when
trying to join the profession to how they are
often put into a corner-ghettoised- to do
only the soft issues, women pages, fashion,
cooking, cultural events etc. No doubt, we
see dozens of women on our television
screens as anchors, news casters,
presenters, top management remains
largely male dominated and patriarchy is
perpetually reinforced through this.
Another area of concern is high number of
women taking up Mass Communication or
Journalism as a discipline but very few
entering the media.
Harassment
This is a very important and yet painful
issue for any working woman. It manifests
itself everywhere; on roads, at home, and in
offices. Therefore, it is for the working
women to prove the kind of person they are
then no one would harass them once they
successfully prove themselves. According
to one participant's experience there is no
harassment in media and throughout her
career she has been very comfortable in
media. Yet in some cases we hear painful
remarks about women journalists that in
some difficult cases they have managed
success while employing their womanly
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charms. This kind of accusation generally
comes from unsuccessful and less
professional male journalists. It
nevertheless is very disheartening to see
this kind of label being pasted on women.

Harassment manifests itself
everywhere; on roads, at home, and
in offices
Discrimination
This is an issue which is as serious as it is
wide spread not only within media but in
all other professions where women are
trying to make inroads. All the important
beat/assignments, especially politics are
not given to women and are instead given
to the male reporters. It is mostly due to an
erroneous image relating to women that
they can't work for long hours and in night
shifts, and they have time limits when
sometimes stories demand continuous long
hours. Another aspect of deliberate
discrimination is when a feature researched
and written by a female is given relatively
less importance not on the merit of the case
but due to gender of the reporter. Similarly
there is a lot of disparity as far as work
environments in big cities and in rural areas
is concerned. One participant commented
that working in Lahore is much easier than
in the tribal areas, because over there they
don't like women to come out of their
houses.
Transport Problems for Women
Citing her example, one of the participants
narrated, “When I started my career I also
had mobility problems, I used to go alone
on Davis road and sometimes men used to
walk along with me passing unwanted
remarks. I felt the severity of the situation
even more as I used to be the only woman
going on the road at that time. If more
women were to move out then there won't
seem to be anything strange.” If we look at
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India, our next door neighbour, we see
women going on scooters and taking part in
life's activity alongside men in quite a
natural way. In other words the
environment can become as liberal as we
make it, and if don't try it would remain as
suffocating and morbid as one can imagine.
In Iran women work in every profession
and there is no restriction for them, as long
as a certain dress code is adhered. The
problems in our society in this regard do
exist and they are quite acute in nature, but
then it is up to the women themselves to
remain steadfast and work towards a
gradual change in society.
A Question of Money
It is no longer an issue that can be put aside
and forgotten in the name of profession.
Citing her example one of the participants
said, “I was studying in Government
College where the fee was Rs.2000 /- for six
months and in the Punjab University it was
1200/- for six months. Therefore at that
time, we were not too much worried about
money when we went for jobs. But
nowadays parents are investing a lot of
money in their children's education,
therefore both parents and their children
are concerned to get that money back.”
Most of the new entrants in this field always
think about money but it needs to be kept in
mind that initially it is time for one to seek
opportunities to learn the skills as we see
many new entrants are joining Mass
Communication and they are coming in
this field even if they are paid very little in
the start. In order to learn the intricacies of
the trade through practical experience in
the field one should be ready to partake
whatever is offered, as long as the job
contributes towards one's professional
grooming. In fact even opportunities for
voluntary work should also be made use of
as long as these fulfil the purpose of
polishing one's professional skills.
3.4 Profession of Journalism

Print Versus Electronic Media
Glamour and celebrity appeal turns the
tables in favour of electronic media for a
new arrival in the field, but it is still
suggested that they join the print media
first because this is the place where one
learns basic skills of journalism. Some
opined that it is from print media that one
actually learns what journalism is. It is only
after one has learnt all the skills completely
that one should be able to make the
transition towards electronic media. While
differing with this point of view one of the
participants said, “In electronic media the
writing style is different from the print
media. I worked for six years in the print
media and now sometimes I put print
media script in electronic media as well.
Therefore, I suggest if a person wants to join
electronic media, s/he should start straight
away from it. I want to further add that
electronic media is a twenty four hour job,
but conversely in print media the timings
and environment is more relaxed. If and
when a young journalist learns all the skills
to face and handle people and thereafter
he/she joins electronic media, survival
becomes quite easy. And finally in print
media it is easier to get a place than in
electronic media.”
Another point of view emerged when a
participant replied, “No, it's not necessary
that one can get a place in print media
easily, because in print media here in
Peshawar only one woman works in the
women's section. Some of the times girls
coming in print media for internship don't
get a job here, and they have to move
somewhere else. In print media they'll place
women in women's section to cover NGOs
functions or women issues. But in
electronic media it is totally different. In my
opinion it is much better to work in print
media first and then join electronic media
because in print media alone can one learn
all the skills and analysis and how to focus
on issues.” It is further added that in
electronic media the requirement of
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specialized education is not a must, and
personality, confidence and presentation
skills are enough to be successful. On the
other hand Print media demands educated
people with high level of reading and
writing skills.

only cater to a limited number of media
outlets. This situation demands that more
and more people should qualify and join
this growing and important field of our
society.
Importance of Degree and Practical Work

Internship
The problem of students looking for
internship opportunities and not finding
jobs came up next under discussion. It was
felt that since the media employers do not
have direct access to media students; it
would be a good idea if the universities
were to take up the responsibility of
becoming a bridge. The Institutions could
actually sponsor its students according to
their ability and potential to various media
branches. In this way the media itself would
also benefit by receiving this expert
recommendation at no extra cost to them.
All the participants offered to help students
in this regard on case to case basis.
Too Many Channels, Too Less Talent
With the recent media explosion in Pakistan
a proliferation of channels has taken place.
We have now almost one hundred channels
here, but can not sustain because to run a
channel advertisements, skilled producers
and news reporters are needed and if they
are not there, the channels will either close
down or the quality would be seriously
compromised. Only those channels would
survive who have strong business either
due to government or other institutional
support, or their content is of good quality.
At present we don't have such human
resource available in Pakistan which could
sustain these hundred channels. If we have
five top writers in the country they are only
able to write for ten and not for fifty
channels. On the other hand a few creative
people that we do have are not demand
driven or time bound, and therefore can
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Sudden mushrooming of media in Pakistan
has created yet another dilemma.
Availability of qualified and skilled human
resource naturally could not keep pace with
phenomenal growth of media in our
country in such a short time. The obvious
outcome is that even those who lack
requisite qualification but do have some
working knowledge of media have all been
absorbed. This leaves the fresh graduates
with sufficient qualifications but with no
practical experience out cold in the market.
The students lack practical skills because
our institutions don't have the expertise of
imparting these skills. It therefore becomes
the duty of our institutions and the
government to provide the students such
type of facilities to make them skilled.
Another reason for this dichotomy is that
students remain focused on learning this
trade in sequential steps, i.e. first
completion of degree, and then practical
work. In fact, there is a need to stress the
point that the process needs to be
undertaken simultaneously. Along with
studies, students must be asked to write to
editors, participate in media events, attend
workshops, carry out research, and join
media organizations to polish their
professional skills.polish our skills.
Are Journalists Harbingers of Change
It is said that if you want a rapid change,
you are not a journalist but a politician.
Change can be brought, but gradually by
reporting events and producing
programmes, and not in a hurry. Today we
see very few objective reports in media,
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these are mere comments. Job of a reporter
is not to bring change but report it to the
society to do what it sees fit about it. In a
newspaper there are two distinct sections;
one of opinion, where one can voice one's
concerns and opinions, and the other of
reporting facts objectively and untainted by
biases or opinions. If one wants to express
views, one should write a letter to the
editor. We keep talking of our frustrations
and failings to bring about a positive
change in society, but we fail to act
constructively in this regard. We need to
approach right sections of the press and
give our point of view in a positive and
convincing
manner. A chain
reaction thus
started can be a
harbinger of
change. It can not
however be done
by misrepresenting
facts in order to
come up with a
story of one's
choice.

friends and developing links in all the
spheres of genuine research. Thesis Writing
Fresh graduates with sufficient
qualifications are left out cold in
the market due to lack of practical
experience

With the advent of computer age, the
tendency of resorting to cut and paste
someone else's research has gradually crept
into our academic society. It not only stifles
genuine research and quest for truth, but
also deprives another
credit for his or her
hard earned fruits of
labour. Internet and
other research
material should only
be consulted in order
to get information so
as to develop an
informed opinion.
The opinion of others
should never be
Students discuss media boom in Pakistan at Fatima Jinnah
copied as it may not
University, Rawalpindi
even suit a set of
With the advent of
environment other
computer age, the
than its original, and thus prove counter
tendency of resorting to cut and paste
productive. This is the first requirement,
someone else's research has gradually crept
and secondly the process of research is
into our academic society. It not only stifles
bound to bring you closer to reality and
genuine research and quest for truth, but
conditions on ground. As a further spin off,
also deprives another credit for his or her
one would end up making friends and
hard earned fruits of labour. Internet and
developing links in all the spheres of
other research material should only be
genuine research.
consulted in order to get information so as
to develop an informed opinion. The
Seeking Opportunities in Media
opinion of others should never be copied as
it may not even suit a set of environment
Every new entrant in the world of media
other than its original, and thus prove
needs an opening, an opportunity to act as a
counter productive. This is the first
foothold
while he or she gains experience
requirement, and secondly the process of
and reputation to start producing
research is bound to bring you closer to
constructive
journalism. One of the ways of
reality and conditions on ground. As a
achieving it is by writing for media, here
further spin off, one would end up making
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one could check in newspapers where one
could send writings. Similarly in citizen
journalism one could shoot clips of
something which is of journalistic value,
work on an issue, turn it into a story and
send to citizen journalism and one would
get a response. For any productive work
one has to totally immerse self into the idea
and one would have to live with it for all of
twenty four hours as it is the demand of
dedicated journalism. One can't be a
journalist only from 9:00a.m to 5:00p.m. It
entails hard work and devotion. The main
stream media in Pakistan are newspapers,
and they are also called conventional
media. This type of media attaches itself
where ever there is power, and business.
Alternative media on the other hand draws
strength from civil society organisations
and seeks power through the people. This
type of media is still not much visible in
Pakistan but it does exist, and some NGOs
have their own audio video production
houses. Where ever one finds an opening,
one must go for it. Similarly one can also go
for online journalism but one must learn
their style and format so as to be able to
contribute positively.
Success as a Journalist
It is difficult to define success in this
context. In fact success is a very relative
term. Does the success of a journalist lie in
bringing information to media or in helping
to change thoughts or minds? One of the
participants, while talking about herself
said, “if I talk about myself, I have achieved
success, in a sense I have enjoyed freedom
economically as well as freedom to write
what I wanted to write. But to achieve this
freedom and success I have spent twenty
five years or twenty eight years in this
profession. It's a tremendous achievement
that people read your news and say, yes it's
true because it has the by-line of so and so.”
Success has many dimensions, sometimes
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one faces disappointments but depending
on one's personality, one can handle
disappointments as well. Journalism is a
growing profession with which one grows
as well and one can achieve success, if one
learns to handle disappointments.
Yellow Journalism
Yellow journalism has always been there
and is still there. It means publishing false
news with an ulterior motive. Or the news
is provided in an exaggerated form. Yellow
journalism is resorted to when it is to
scandalize someone, as in case of film stars,
and other celebrities. Major motivation in
this case is usually money or political
benefits. There are many factors which
contribute to yellow journalism. It must be
avoided and shunned. How we can get rid
of it? As a recipient it is our responsibility to
react against unjust and untrue things. We
can see the unfortunate example of
Mukhtara Mai case or some other rape
cases, where exaggeration and distortion of
facts takes place either for cheap publicity,
or for political and other influences. Yellow
journalism's basic motivation still remains
money.
Code of Ethics
Ethical journalism is a complex issue,
where not only is there a requirement to
streamline and promulgate a standard
Code of Ethics, but it is equally important to
educate journalists to observe some self
restraint too. PEMRA although has made
code of ethics for electronic media but due
to continuous wrangling with various
branches within electronic media and
interest groups with PEMRA, these rules
seldom get implemented. Similarly PFUJ
(Pakistan Federal Union of Journalists)
have their own code of ethics and different
organizations have made their own style
sheets. Dawn newspaper for one has a
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policy whereby photographs of rape
victims and those of minors would not be
shown. Some of the journalists on the other
hand lay emphasis on the issue that they are
showing reality, but they don't realize that
the recipient public is being desensitized
and at the same time it maybe downright
indecent.
Uks on its part has made a code of ethics
and the process involved consultation of
the whole South Asia Region. This code has
been shared with all the media
organizations of Pakistan and has been very
well received by them all (copies of the
same were distributed among all
participants as well as the students). We
find that not only in Pakistan issues
concerning women are sensationalised, but
even in American, English and Indian
press. For example only last year, murder of
a 14 years old girl in Delhi was so
sensationalised that it crossed all bounds of
decency. In order to prove her involvement
with her servant, her mobile phone record
was made public and media made a full
conversation story and it was aired by a
television channel too. When we objectively
compare our media in this regard with
foreign counterparts, we find that Pakistani
media actually is quite responsible. On the
other hand after Mumbai attack incident, a
news TV channel at home started to show
baseless footage of enemy fighters
supposed to have entered Pakistan. This
kind of irresponsible reporting amounts to
spread of disinformation. A good journalist
is the one who waits for the news to mature
and get authenticated and only then airs it.
In our effort to be the first, we sometime
forget that whatever advantage we accrue
by being first goes down the drain when we
are later on found to be factually wrong. It is
a question of credibility in journalism
which is more important than being prompt
but incredible.

As during the earthquake in our Northern
Areas and Kashmir, a lot of incidents of
ethical transgressions were witnessed.
People with severed limbs and bleeding
wounds were callously aired. Similarly a
dying woman was also filmed. We need to
remember that limit of authenticity in
journalism ends where personal privacy
starts. Even when we see that some code of
ethics is being followed by print media, it is
not at all being followed by the electronic
media. As in electronic media all news is
breaking news, while conveniently
forgetting that the breaking news has to be
exclusive. Change will come in our media
too but gradually and with hard work. For
minor children there has to be a very strict
code of ethics that their visual footage
shouldn't be shown. In case of sexual
assaults or rape of a woman, her address
and name shouldn't be involved. But in our
country we give full description, which is
altogether wrong.
Citizen's Journalism
Citizens' journalism is a concept where any
citizen can send in a brief production (video
clip) to the organization, which is shown
without any change. The media also
mentions in such cases that the content may
not be in line with the policy of the
particular organization but these are the
views of the person who has made this clip
and that is how one aspiring journalist
could explore opportunities.
3.5 Miscellaneous Issues
Country's Image
A journalist is often at the horns of
dilemma, if s/he is to keep the country's
image intact at the cost of truth or not? It
must be understood that as a journalist
one's foremost duty lies with the conveying
the truth, and it's not your duty to make or
look Pakistan beautiful, it's the duty of
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Ministry of tourism. As a journalist one has
to write what is happening in the country
either good or bad. In order to protect the
image of one's country if one doesn't report
something, one is being unjust to the victim.
If by writing true stories one's country's
image is spoiled then it's the duty of the
government to step forward and stop
crime. Today in foreign countries people
see our green passport and try to avoid us. It
is only because we have tried to crop up
false sense of serenity of our country, and
therefore no one has taken concrete steps to
remedy the situation. We need to come out
of this self delusion. In similar vain we feel
ashamed to consider Mukhtara Mai in the
list of our heroes. Maybe because we feel
ashamed of this rather ugly example in our
midst, but then somebody has to take the
first step and look at the whole episode
from her point too. She is the victim and not
the cause of shame in this case.
3.6 Identifying / Sharing Challenges &
Opportunities
Challenges
Resistance from Home / Families
This is a serious challenge and a concerted
effort by media, educational institutions, as
well as students themselves is required to
assuage fears and concerns.
Marriage as a Challenge
Again in this case it needs to be understood
that the only way a compromise can be
achieved is through proper and equitable
distribution of attention and time between
family and work.
Discrimination and Glass Ceiling
This issue can be addressed through
diligence, quality of work and continued
commitment.
Harassment
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Whether en route to the work, or at the
workplace itself, a lot depends on how we
tackle it. With firmness of attitude and
positive approach, a lot of situations can be
improved.
Internship
The problem can be solved to quite an
extent if the Universities take up
sponsorship of right students with the right
media.
Changing Perceptions
Force of argument and persistence is the
right medicine for this ever prevalent issue
in any society.
Problems of Female Journalists
Again hard work, perseverance, right
attitude, and positive approach can help
solve most of the issues.
Opportunities
Code of Ethics
A lot of work has been done by various
governments and non government
organisations. The need is to understand
and implement it with conviction.
Phenomenal Growth of Media in Pakistan
With this growth comes an opportunity for
the new aspiring journalists. Mushrooming
of channels demand qualified and
experienced people, which open new vistas
in the profession.
Citizen's Journalism
With the advent of computer, digital
camera, and internet, this form of
journalism has added a new dimension to
the profession. It has also created
opportunities for new journalists and even
general public to try their hand at
journalistic pursuits.
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The students of Lahore College for Women University filling up the Post Workshop Survey forms

4 Survey & results

Questionnaire Results and Analysis

What do the students say?
This section of the report is based on the
compilation of results and
recommendations of the surveys held at
each university before and after each
workshop.

Why did you choose journalism/ Mass
communication?

4.1

Methodology

The Uks team conducted this survey using
forms and questionnaires. The form
consisted of a number of open-ended
questions about the disparity of women in
mass communication departments and in
the media and assessing the student's
knowledge on related technical terms such
as gender sensitivity, glass-ceiling effect etc.
This form was disseminated before and
after the workshop among the students. The
pre-survey form analyzed the general
knowledge of women, their ambitions and
problems they face as students or in the
field. The same form was distributed
among the students post workshop to
gauge their learning and any change in
views.
The students were also asked to fill in a 6query questionnaire. The questionnaire
was to gather some personal information
and career plans of the students.
The forms and questionnaires are attached
in Annex I

4.2

Findings and Analysis

The responses were more or less similar so
they were roughly divided into three
categories. The three categories were
interest of students, career opportunities in
this field and using media to express oneself
and reach the masses.
'Interest' of students includes responses like
inspiration from a parent or a relative,
'passion' or fascination with this field for a
long time and general interest.
'Career opportunities' was another
understandably common response due to
the sudden boom of the electronic media
and hence a wide scope for vacancies and
job prospects in this profession.
Many students replied to this query saying
that they felt that print and electronic media
today was the easiest medium to 'reach the
masses and express themselves' especially
so today that Pakistani media has become
relatively more independent and free.
'Other' includes patriotic and ambitious
responses like 'I want to make a difference'
and 'to serve my country through this field'.
There were a total of 107 respondents, 36
e a ch f r om F a t i ma J i n n a h W ome n
University, Rawalpindi and Karachi
University, 23 from Lahore College for
Women University and 12 from Peshawar
University.
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FJWU
Why did you choose
Mass Com m unication ?
15%

2%

15%
68%

Interest
Reach the
masses /
Express myself
Many career
opportunities
Other

This chart of responses received from the FJWU quantifies the responses of the students.
Its shows that 68 percent of the 36 respondents opted for this field because they found it

Peshaw ar University
Reasons for opting for Mass
Com m . Dept
Interest

8%
8%

Reach the masses
/Express myself
84%

Many career
opportunities

This chart depicts that 84 percent of the students chose this field of study due to their interest.
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Lahore University
Reasons for opting for Mass
Interest
com m unication dept

30%
57%
13%

Reach the
masses
/Express
myself
Many career
opportunities

57 percent of the 23 students from Lahore University again chose mass communication as
their choice since they had developed an interest in this field.

Interest
Karachi University
Reason you opted for
Mass Com m unication dept.

37%
54%
9%

Reach the
masses
/Express
myself
Many
career
opportunitie
s

Students from Karachi University were no exception either, since 54 percent of the 36
students again replied that they found the mass communication an interesting field of
study.
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Reach the Many
masses / career
Interest
Other
Express opportun
myself
ities
FJWU
Khi Univ
Lhr Univ
Pswr Univ

28
25
13
11
77

6
4
3
1
14

6
17
7
1
31

1
0
0
0
1

Table 1: Questionnaire query 1, Final results

Reason you opted for Mass
Com m unication

Reach t he masses /
Express myself

1
31

14

Int erest

77

Many career
opport unit ies

Ot her

Figure 1: Reason to opt Mass Communication collated results
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The table and chart above show the collated results of the four universities. 77 percent of the 107
students chose this field of study due to interest, followed by 31 percent of those who opted for
this field since it now offers many career prospects, cropping up with the large number of
electronic media organizations establishing themselves in the country. The third most common
response was found to be the students' aim to express themselves using this medium and reach a
large number of people.

Deskwork or fieldwork?
This question was designed so that it easily elicited either of the two responses, deskwork or
fieldwork.

FJWU
What kind of w ork w ould you
opt for?
45
40
35
30
25
20

39

42

15
10

17

5
0
Deskwor k

Fieldwor k

Eit her

r e pl i e s

Of the 36 students from FJWU, 42 percent opted for fieldwork with interest in reporting,
working involving adventure and travelling. 39 percent voted for deskwork, saying it was more
acceptable and easier to manage in the Pakistani society. There were still more, 17 percent, who
would accept either type of work if given a good opportunity.
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Kar achi U niver st y
W hat kind o f wo r k wo uld yo u o p t
f or?

80
70
60
50
40

72

30
20
10

14

14

Fieldwork

Either

0
Deskwork

“I feel that deskwork/office work is suitable for me because my family may not allow me to
work in the field, so in such a situation, I can only work to the best of my abilities within office
premises.”
Nimra Mukhtar
Institute of Mass Communications, Karachi University

A majority of 72 percent of the 36 respondents from Karachi voted for deskwork. Most believed
it to be safe and manageable with support from family and most claimed to have an aptitude for
writing and related skills. The 14 percent who said that they would like to do fieldwork in their
professional careers liked to travel explore or interact with public. An equal percentage, 14
percent, said that they would take either type of work if given a good opportunity.
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Laho r e U niver sit y
W hat kind o f wo r k wo uld yo u
opt f or?

60
50
40
30
52
43

20
10

4

0
Deskwork

Fieldwork

Eit her

A higher percentage, 52 percent, of the 23 students at the Lahore University chose deskwork over
fieldwork since they believed that it suited their social limitations and their personal skill levels. .
43 percent opted for fieldwork explaining that it gave them more exposure and learning space.
Only one (4 percent) student said that she would take any kind of work that came her way in
good stride
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Pe s h aw ar Un ive r s ity
Wh at k in d o f w o r k w o u ld
yo u o p t fo r ?
70
60
50
40
30
20

58
42

10
0

0
Desk wor k

Fieldwor k

Eit her

The students from Peshawar University showed more interest in fieldwork with seven* voting
for fieldwork with specific interest in field reporting and five* voting for deskwork since it was
safer and acceptable owing to social factors.
Refer to Table 2.

Deskwork Fieldwork Either Unanswered
FJWU
Khi Univ
Lhr Univ
Pswr Univ

14
26
12
5
57

15
5
10
7
37

6
5
1
0
12

Table 2: Questionnaire Query 2, Final results
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Figure 2: Work Preference collated results
The final collated results for this query indicate that 53 percent of the 107 women students of the
mass communication departments would prefer deskwork in their professional lives. The
reasons for this choice include aptitude for writing, safety of an office, permission from family
for this type of work only and basically social acceptance of deskwork for women. Although
there were still a 35 percent of those who would want challenge, exposure and travelling in their
careers in the form of fieldwork. Twelve students said that they would accept any good
working opportunity in either domain.

Is journalism a good career choice for women?
This fourth query was easy to analyse with responses in the affirmative and negative.
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FJWU
Is jo u r n alis m a g o o d
car e e r fo r w o m e n ?
100
90
80
70
60
50

94

40
30
20
10
6

0
Yes

No

0
Not sur e

“I believe it is a really good opportunity/ career for women…they can pave new paths with their
efforts and hence encourage others to let women participate in the progress of our country. Most
importantly, it would prove to be an initiative and stimulant for the exposure of issues related to
women, their needs…and respect and the place they deserve.”

94 percent of the 36 students of FJWU who participated in the workshop believed that media was
a good professional field for women while only 6 percent of the students despite being mass
communications students, said that pursuing a career in the media is not suitable for women.
Those who replied in the affirmative believed that this could be a good avenue for women to
raise their voices and to give vent to bottled up feelings. The students believed that despite
difficulties, social or task-wise, women should participate in their own capacities, pursue their
dreams and not let anything hold them back
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Karachi University
Is journalism a good career
for w om en?
100
80
60
94
40
20
6

0
Yes

No

The majority of students of Mass Communications Department at Karachi University also
believed that media is a good field for women to pursue a career in, no matter in what capacity
and despite social problems. As shown in the graph above, 94 percent answered in the
affirmative and only six percent (two students) in the negative giving security and social issues
as their reasons.
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Lahore University
Is journalism a good choice
for w om en?
100
90
80
70
60
50
40

87

30
20
10
0
Yes

9

4

No

Not sure

“Journalism is a good career choice for women because women journalists can have easier
access to women in villages or remote areas (understand their problems) and raise voices
for their rights.”
Sadia Afzal,

87 percent of the students at Lahore University also replied in the affirmative endorsing that
journalism is a good career choice for women. There were 9 percent of those also who did not
think that journalism was a suitable career choice for women due to social problems and the
nature of the job.
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Peshaw ar University
Is journalism a good career for
w om en?

percentage

120
100
80
60
40

100

20
0
Yes

0
No

0
Not sure

The women of Peshawar University despite their relatively small number at the university
believed that journalism was a good career choice for women. They unanimously said that
despite social issues women should participate, use their skills and talent optimally and raise
voices for the unheard women population.

FJWU
Khi Univ
Lhr Univ
Pswr Univ

Yes

No

Unanswered

6
22
12
7
47

28
14
11
4
57

2
0
0
1
3

Table 3: Questionnaire Query 3, Final results
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Figure 3: Choice of journalism collated results
As indicated by the above table and graph, a majority of women mass communication students
believed that journalism is a good career choice for women despite social and security issues.
They added that women and men should participate at equal levels and in equal numbers.
Women should pursue their ambitions if they have the aptitude, skill or interest and not let
anything stop them. Most understood that it was not an easy job and even more difficult to for a
woman to make a niche for herself in a so-called men's domain but all were hopeful that times
have changed and there were many avenues and opportunities that can easily absorb women.
If you become journalist, what kind of role/position do you envision for yourself and why?

This query was not quantified in the form of charts and tables since a similar query has been put
to students about their ambitions in the pre- and post- workshop surveys.
The students have varied choices and future plans but roughly speaking the most common 'role
that most girls envisioned themselves in' were newscasters, reporters or producers for the
electronic media.
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Have you ever visited the newsroom of any media organization?
This query was to gauge that how many students were actually familiar with the ways and
working of the media organizations and the exposure provided to them by their institutes.
Again this query was easy to evaluate with answers being either in the affirmative or negative.

FJWU
Have you ever visited any
m edia new sroom
100
80
60
40

78

20
0

17
Yes

No
r ep lies

78 percent of the 36 students from Mass communication at FJWU department had never visited
media newsrooms. Most common and understandable reason given was that most were
students of the first semester. Those who had been to a newsroom were either TV or Radio.
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Karachi University Have you visited any
media newsroom?
70
60

percentage

50
40
30

61

20

39

10
0
Yes

No

In comparison, 61 percent of the 36 students queried at Karachi University had been to media
newsrooms or media organizations. There were still 39 percent (fourteen) of those who had yet
to visit any media organization to learn what newsrooms were like.
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Peshaw ar University
Have you ever visited any
m edia new sroom ?
70
60
50
40
30

58

20

33

10
0
Yes

No

Of the 12 students at Peshawar University seven had visited newsrooms while 4 had not.

Lahore University
Have you visited any m edia
new sroom ?
53

percentage

52
51
50
52
49
48

49

47
Yes

No
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52 percent students of the Lahore College for Women University who attended this workshop
had been to media newsrooms either as internees or visits arranged by the university. They
included all three types of the media organizations print, TV and Radio. There were 49 percent
of those who were not familiar with newsrooms of media organizations.

FJWU
Khi Univ
Lhr Univ
Pswr Univ

Yes

No

Unanswered

6
22
12
7
47

28
14
11
4
57

2
0
0
1
3

Table 4: Questionnaire query 5, Final results
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Figure 4: Media newsroom visits collated results
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The collation of final results show that 53 percent of the 107 queried at the four universities had
not visited any media organizations or newsrooms for that matter.
The reasons include that many student were in their junior semesters when there is
comparatively less fieldwork. Also failure of university departments to encourage exposure to
practical work and technical training could be another reason though not specifically
mentioned by the students.
Nevertheless, 44 percent (47 0f 107) had been to media organizations, print, radio and TV.
Have you conducted field reporting for your campus radio?
The final query was to gauge the fieldwork that the students might have done for their campus
radios. All four universities have their own campus radio stations.

FJWU
Have you ever conducted
field reporting?
100
80
60
92

40
20
0

3
Yes

No

The majority of student at the FJWU had no experience in field reporting for their campus radio
as shown by the accompanying graph. A few who had experience in field reporting belonged to
senior semesters when working at the campus radio was a compulsory requirement.
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Karachi University
Have you conducted any
field reporting?
90
80
70
60
50
40

83

30
20
10

17

0
Yes

No

A similar situation could be seen with the Karachi University students, majority, 83 percent of
whom also had no experience in field reporting. There were a few, six students, (17 percent)
who had conducted field reporting for their campus radio stations.

Lahore university
Have you ever conducted
field reporting?
90
80
70
60
50
40

78

30
20
10

22

0
Yes

No

Of the 23 students who attended the workshop at the Lahore University, 78 percent had not
experienced radio field reporting.
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Peshaw ar University
Have you ever conducted
field reporting
60
50
40
30
50

50

Yes

No

20
10
0

At the University of Peshawar, half of the students were familiar with field reporting and half
were had yet to do so in their senior semesters.

Yes
FJWU 1
Khi
6
Lhr
5
Pswr 6
18

No Unanswered
33
2
30
0
18
0
6
0
87
2

Table 5: Questionnaire query 6, Final results.
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Figure 5: conducting field reporting collated results
81 percent of the 107 students who attended these workshops had not conducted any field
reporting but the 'not yet' accompanying most of the replies in the negative showed that the
students were either planning to do so or were required to do so as part of their University
degree. The 17 percent of the students who had conducted field reporting had worked on either
a social or political issue and belonged to senior semesters
Pre-workshop and Post workshop Survey results
There were more pre-workshop survey forms filled and fewer post-workshop ones. At the end
of the workshop many students either left the forms unanswered or had unchanged views.
Disparity between the number of women students and media professionals

Pre-workshop Survey results
1. Is there a disparity between the number of women students in Mass Communication
departments and those who join the media? If yes, why?
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The table and chart below shows that most students believe that there is indeed such a disparity.
The most common reasons for this disparity given by most respondents is that most students are
not allowed by their families to take up a profession not socially accepted for women. Women
also avoid this field due to job difficulties involving fieldwork, longer working hours etc.

Fjwu
Khi
Lhr
Pswr

Yes
28
38
17
16
99

No
5
1
3
7
16

Unanswered
3
4
2
2
11

Table 6: Pre-workshop survey results; disparity

FJWU
Khi
Lhr
Pswr

Reluctance of
Family
women due to Male dominance
Restrictions
job difficulty
9
11
4
2
14
1
5
9
2
0
0
1
16
34
8

Workplace environment and
Lack of facilities
0
2
0
0
2

Table 7: Pre-workshop survey results; reasons for this disparity
78 percent of the126 respondents from the various universities believe that there is indeed a
disparity between the number of women students studying mass communications and those
that actually seek a career in this field. These students said that the lack of professional women in
the media was due to lack of support from the family, either parents, husband or in-laws who
did not approve of women working in a socially unacceptable and so-called men's domain.
Other reasons included unfavourable workplace environment including lack of security
services, transport facilities (pick and drop services), flexible working hours etc. The large
number of men that a few women have to face in this field not only results in factors like male
dominance but lack of appreciation and smaller salary packages for women. All these reasons
often result in women themselves avoiding this profession and seeking more comfortable and
rewarding work environments.
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There were still 13 percent of those who did not think that the number of professional women in
the media was less than that in universities. This section believed that this disparity in numbers
is decreasing with time due to opportunities that are now being provided with the sudden boom
in the media industry in the country.
Family
Restrictions

Reasons for disparity

17%

Reluctance
of women
due to job
difficulty
Male
dominance

22%

3%
10%

Workplace
environment
and lack of
facilites

48%

Disparity
90
80
70
60
50
40

78

30
20
10

13

9

0
Yes

No

Unanswered

Figure 6: Pre-workshop survey query 1, collated results
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Post-workshop Survey results:
1. Is there a disparity between the number of women students in Mass Communication
departments and those who join the media? If yes, why?
The post workshop survey results for this query show results similar to that in the preworkshop survey. The students stated that they had the same views expressed earlier showing
that women in the media are fewer in number due to family restrictions or their lack of support.
Below are the charts and tables mapping the results of the replies of post-workshop survey of
women students.

FJWU
Khi Univ
Lhr Univ
Pswr Univ

Yes
15
30
6
4
55

No
1
4
0
0
5

Unanswered
13
3
1
0
17

Unchanged views
0
0
0
8
8

Table 8: Post- workshop query 1, disparity

Reluctance shown by
Family
Unchanged The disparity is
Social issues
women due to job Male dominance
restrictions
views
Decreasing
difficulty
FJWU
1
1
0
2
12
2
Khi Univ
4
3
12
1
4
0
Lhr Univ
4
3
2
0
0
0
Pswr Univ
0
0
1
2
8
0
9
7
15
5
24
2
Table 9: Post workshop query 1, reasons for disparity
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Social issues
Reasons for this disparity
Family
restrictions
3%

15%
Reluctance
show n by
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job difficulty

11%

39%

Male dominance
8%

24%

Unchanged
view s

D isp ar it y

The disparity is
Decreasing
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60
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Figure 7: Post-workshop survey query 1, collated results
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The results indicate that 65 percent students agree to this statement that there is a disparity in
number of women studying and working in the media and the nine percent with unchanged
views had expressed similar thoughts earlier.
Also social factors such as looking down upon women working in a so-called men's domain,
fieldwork that requires interacting with people belonging to different social strata, working
with men that are in the majority as technicians, and working at odd hours which is neither
supported by a woman's family or society.
The pre-workshop and post-workshop results are similar. Majority agreed to the fact the number of women
students are more than the women media professionals and most students avoid joining this field due to
factors like family restrictions, male dominance and unfavourable workplace environment.
Challenges faced as a Mass Communication Student

Pre-workshop Survey results
1.As women students of Mass Communication, what are the challenges that you face?
This query analyses any challenges that women students may face specifically in their
discipline i.e. mass communications.
Social
Lack of
Good
Confidence/
problems Transport / resources
Other
communication
boldness
fieldwork
/Family
at
skills
restrictions
university
FJWU

0

0

31

8

Khi Univ

4

0

13

Lhr Univ

7

0

Pswr Univ

0
11

3

None

0

13

17

3

4

6

5

0

0

0

15

3

0

65

33

3

17

3

Table 10: Pre-workshop survey final results, challenges faced as a student
The final results show that 50 percent of the 126 students who filled in the pre-workshop survey
forms, rated social problems and family restrictions as their biggest challenge. The next biggest
challenge, 25 percent students said, were not at the university specifically but transportation
(public services) and fieldwork that students have to manage on their own for projects, research
work or rescheduled late classes.
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Pre-w orkhop Survey results
Challenges faced as a student of m ass
com unication
Confidence/
boldness/
13%

8%

2%

Good communication
skills

0%

Social problems
/Family restrictions

2%

Transport / job
difficulty/ fieldw ork
Lack of resourcesa t
univ

25%
50%

Other
None

Figure 8: Pre-workshop survey query 2, collated results
Post-workshop Survey results
2. As women students of Mass Communication, what are the challenges that you face
This query elicited similar responses post-workshop as it did in pre-workshop surveys. The
challenges faced when categorized roughly formed the same results. The detailed results are
described below.
Social
Lack of
Good
Confidence/
problems Job/task training Unchanged
None
communication
boldness
difficulty
views
/Family
and
skills
restrictions
resources
FJWU

1

0

8

1

0

16

3

Khi Univ

3

19

5

7

5

1

6

Lhr Univ

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pswr Univ

0

0

2

0

1

9

0

4

19

15

8

6

26

9

Table 11: Post workshop survey results, Challenges faced as women students
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The above table lists the challenges that women student face being in the Mass Communications
department. The list includes gaining confidence in themselves and being bold since most
projects and research work require meeting different kinds of people, eliciting information from
them and to use their right to freedom of expression honestly and truthfully.
The second challenge is to improve communication skills, which includes studying linguistic
and accentuation. This is especially important while writing or speaking for the media.
Social problems include hurdles that students face when they opt for a field that is not widely acceptable for
women. Restrictions from family describe problems such as opposition from parents or husbands when
girls want to choose mass communications. Later when project work requires fieldwork and working late at
the university, women face further opposition.
Job or task difficulty includes those tasks that require fieldwork and working late which if
acceptable to family, are still not socially acceptable.
Students complained of the lack of technical training and other resources which can prepare
women for fieldwork and technical tasks in the media industry, are not easily accessible or
formally provided to students. Students in the senior semester said that research facilities at
university were also not available.

Post-workshop Survey Results
Challenges faced as a student

Confidence/ boldness
/Good communication
skills /
Good communication
skills

10%

5%
22%

Social problems
/Family restrictions
Job difficulty

30%
Lack of training and
resources
17%
7%

9%

Unchanged views

None

Figure 9: Post-workshop survey query 1, collated results
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The chart above clearly shows that 30 percent of the students said that they had similar views as
expressed in pre-workshop survey. 22 percent were uncomfortable since they were not
confident of their communication skills, an art essential for media professionals. There was also a
10 percent proportion that said that they have not faced any challenges in their student life so far.

Future Ambitions for Women Mass Communication Students
Pre-workshop Survey results
3. What are your future ambitions?
The answers to this open-ended question also had to be roughly categorized so that they could be
quantified and analysed. The pre-workshop survey forms were filled by a total of 126 students.

Journalist Reporter

Producer for
electronic
media

Newscaster

Writer/Editor Undecided Other

FJWU

17

0

10

4

0

0

6

Khi Univ

16

0

7

3

8

2

10

Lhr Univ

0

0

7

3

0

0

9

Pswr Univ

15

4

0

3

0

0

5

Table 12: Future ambitions, pre-survey results

The most common replies were becoming a journalist, reporter, producer for either TV or radio,
newscaster, writing for the print media, editor, some were unsure about their future ambitions,
'other' includes ambitions like photography, documentary making, director, Radio Jockey etc.
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Journalist

Future Am bitions

Reporter
23%

Producer for electronic
media
37%

New scaster

2%
Writer editor

6%
10%

Undecided

3%
19%

Other

Figure 10: Pre-workshop survey query 3, collated results

37 percent women students aimed to become a journalist, 19 percent want to become a producer
for TV or radio, and 10 percent would like an opportunity to become a newscaster.

Post-workshop Survey results:
The post workshop survey forms were filled by a total of 107 students.
3. What are your future ambitions?
After the workshop, the students added a few other choices like higher studies and
journalism for a social cause.

Producer
Newscaster/ Journalist
Higher
Unchange
for
Others
Anchor
for a social Writer Reporter
studies
d views
electronic
/Reporter
cause
media
FJWU
Khi Univ
Lhr Univ
Pswr
Univ

1
0
0

2
3
1

4
11
4

0
6
0

0
9
0

0
0
1

5
10
0

17
1
7

4

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

5

6

19

7

9

1

15

25

Table 13: Future ambitions, post-survey results
The table above lists the common replies by the students.
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Post-workshop survey results
Future Ambitions

Producer for
electronic media
Newscaster/
Anchor /Reporter

6%

Journalist for a
social cause

7%

29%

Writer
22%

Reporter
Higher studies

17%

8%
1% 10%

Others
Unchanged
views

Figure 11: Post-workshop survey query 3, collated results
The highest percentage 22 percent of the total 107 students listed journalism for a social cause
respectively, 29 percent said that they had learnt and been motivated after the workshop but had
the same ambitions expressed pre-survey. The rest though in relatively less proportions include
becoming a reporter, writer, newscaster, anchor etc. 'Others' include careers like photography,
anchoring for celebrity shows and entertainment shows etc.
4. Is the media in Pakistan 'gender sensitive?
The results for this query indicated that most students did not fully understand the term gendersensitivity and their accompanying explanations showed that most took this term to mean
gender insensitivity hence the majority replies in the affirmative.
This can be understood with the following examples:

“The media in Pakistan is gender sensitive because our society is patriarchal where women
are always discouraged. Nowadays however, gender sensitivity is decreasing though it till
exist”
Yasmin Jamali,
FJWU
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“Yes, people still feel that women may not have the talent to work in the field. People in the
media are biased about women's performance and efficiency.”
(Unsigned form)
Karachi University

“The media in Pakistan is gender sensitive. Although men and women are participating in
equal numbers but women are usually used as a tool for [commercialism]. They [women]
serve to attract consumers and are seldom used in constructive or creative roles or portions. ”

Mona Hafeez
Lahore College for Women University

Yes No
FJWU
Khi Univ
Lhr Univ
Pswr Univ

29
24
12
21
86

6
16
8
2
32

Do not
Unanswered
know
0
1
1
2
2
0
0
2
3
5

Table 14: Gender sensitivity in the Pakistani Media, pre-workshop survey results

The table above lists the results of the survey. Of the 126 students 86 replied in the
affirmative and 32 in the negative.
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Pre-w orkshop survey results
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Figure 12: Pre-workshop survey query4, collated results
The graph above depicts that 68 percent believe that the media in Pakistan is gender sensitive
saying that like the society and most other fields in Pakistan, media also had male dominance,
unfavourable workplace environment for women, lack of appreciation and equal opportunities
for women etc. Others also added that women were portrayed negatively in our media, using
them only as objects of beauty or victims. This explains that the although students understood
the term but in its opposite meaning.

Post-workshop Survey results:
4.Is the media in Pakistan 'gender sensitive?
The replies to the query post-workshop again had more answers in the affirmative with
accompanying explanations that showed that although more students had gained
understanding of this concept they had failed to understand that gender sensitivity was a
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“Yes, after the workshop I have learnt that the media in Pakistan is gender sensitive but only to a little
extent”
Hira Waheed,
FHWU

Yes No Do not know Unchanged views Unanswered
FJWU
15 5
0
9
0
Khi Univ 25 6
0
5
1
Lhr Univ
5
0
0
0
2
Pswr Univ 3
0
0
9
0
48 11
0
23
3
Table 15: Gender sensitivity in the Pakistani media, pos-workshop survey results
Post-workshop survey results
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Figure 13: Post-workshop survey query4, collated results
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48 percent of the 107 respondents replied in the affirmative and 11 percent in the negative. 23
percent state that their views had not changed after the workshop.
The comparison of the surveys conducted before and after the workshop shows that the replies
in the affirmative reduced to 48 percent from 68 percent before the workshop, aware that gender
sensitivity in Pakistani media exits but to a very little extent. Those who replied in the negative
commented that a slow and steady change is being brought about. The final results after the
workshop indicate that general understanding and familiarity with the term 'gender sensitivity'
has increased among the workshop attendees though.
Gender Sensitivity policies in Pakistani Media?

Pre-workshop Survey results
5. If media are gender-sensitive, do they have policies for gender-sensitivity?
The majority of the 126 respondents was unsure about the existence of any policies about gender
sensitivity and most thought they were non-existent.
Keeping in view the understanding of the term 'gender sensitivity' from the previous query,
most were confused that they were not actually any written polices on gender sensitivity but
tacit understanding arising from our social system!

Yes No
FJWU
Khi Univ
Lhr Univ
Pswr Univ

6
3
5
5
19

17
21
7
16
61

Do not
Unanswered
know
12
1
14
5
5
5
1
3
32
14

Table 16: Gender sensitivity policies, pre-workshop survey results

The table above lists the actual number of replies in the affirmative, negative, and forms
that were left unanswered.
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Pre-w orkshop survey results
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Figure 14: Pre-workshop survey query5, collated results
Nevertheless, 48 percent voted in the negative about the existence of any policies for gender
sensitive media in Pakistan. 25 percent had no idea about such policies and 15 percent claimed
that such policies existed though neither adopted nor implemented.

Post-workshop Survey results:
5. If media are gender-sensitive, do they have policies for gender-sensitivity?
The students were familiarized with the gender sensitivity code of ethics devised by Uks
Research Centre.
Of the 107 respondents only 25 replied in the affirmative after the workshop about the existence
of such policies.
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Yes No
FJWU
8 3
Khi Univ 12 14
Lhr Univ 3 3
Pswr Univ 2 2
25 22

Unchanged
Unanswered
views
15
3
8
3
0
1
8
0
31
7

Table 17: Gender sensitive policies, post-workshop survey results
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Figure 15: Post-workshop survey query5, collated results
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The graph above shows that 36 percent of the students had unchanged views. 29 percent
believed that policies for gender sensitive media did exist but were not implemented properly.
26 percent still believed after the workshop that there were no such policies.
Gender-sensitive code of ethics for the media in Pakistan

Pre-workshop Survey results
6. Is there a gender-sensitive code of ethics for the media in Pakistan?
The results of this query indicate that mass communication students are unaware of any code of
ethics that might exist in the media let alone gender sensitive code of ethics. Some believed that
this industry is too new and in its initial establishing stages to have paid attention to devising or
adopting any ethical concerns or policies. There were others who believed that there are policies
and ethical codes for every aspect in each field including media in Pakistan in the constitution.
The blame has to be laid at PEMRA's door or similar monitoring bodies who have failed to
ensure implementation of laws and policies. These were the ones who answered in the
affirmative and named a policy devised by PEMRA in 2002 and a couple knew of the Gender
Sensitive Code of Ethics compiled by Uks Research Centre. Still more believed that there were
no ethical codes ever devised for gender sensitivity.

Yes No Do not Unanswered
know
FJWU
8
Khi Univ
7
Lhr Univ
6
Pswr Univ 12
33

12
16
4
8
40

13
15
7
0
35

3
5
5
5
18

Table 18: Code of ethics, pre-workshop survey
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Figure 16: Pre-workshop survey query6, collated results
The graph above gives a simple explanation of the views of the students on the existence of a
Gender Sensitive Code of Ethics for the media. 26 percent replied in the affirmative but most with
an accompanying comment about lack of bodies to ensure its implementation. 31 percent
replied in the negative sure of the fact that nobody had ever bothered to devise any such ethical
codes! 23 percent were unsure if any such ethical code had been made for the Pakistani media. 14
percent left the query unanswered.

Post-workshop Survey results
6. Is there a gender-sensitive code of ethics for the media in Pakistan?
After the workshop, the views of a considerable number of students were changed when they
learnt that a certain code of ethics existed specifically for gender sensitivity in the media.
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Yes

No

Do not know

Unchanged views Unanswered

11

2

0

14

2

23

4

9

0

1

1

2

2

0

2

3

0

0

6

3

38

8

11

20

8

Table 19: Code of ethics, post-workshop survey results
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Figure 17: Post-workshop survey query6, collated results
After the workshop the replies in the affirmative increased to 45 percent from 26 percent
affirmative replies before the workshop. The percentage of those who replied in the negative
reduced to 9 percent from 31 percent. 13 percent were still unsure if any such ethical codes
existed.
This query is one of the examples of the success of this workshop!
Gender-sensitive media means more women in the media?
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Pre-workshop Survey results
7. Do you think that a gender-sensitive media means more women in the media?
Before the workshop many students replied in the negative to this query believing that gender
sensitivity is only either negative portrayal of women in the media or the lack of sensitised
professionals in the media. Hence there are more negative replies to this query saying that
gender sensitivity [gender 'insensitivity' as they took the term pre-workshop] means more men
in the media, gender discrimination, lack of equal opportunities and respect for women, or at
least striking a balance between men and women in opportunities and portrayal.

Yes No
FJWU
3
Khi Univ 11
Lhr Univ
2
Pswr Univ 6
22

26
23
13
12
74

Do not
Unanswered
know
3
4
2
7
2
5
0
7
7
23

Table 20: More women in the media? Pre-workshop survey results

Pre-w orkshop survey results
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Figure 18: Pre-workshop survey query7, collated results
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The graph shows that only 17.4 percent agree with this statement while 58.7 percent replied
in the negative.

Post-workshop Survey results
7. Do you think that a gender-sensitive media means more women in the media?
In the workshop it was explained to the attendees that to increase gender sensitivity in the
media the participation of women has to be increased this would not only help to accept
women as professionals but bring a gender perspective to media productions and news etc

Yes

No

Do not know Unchanged views Unanswered

8

1

0

15

5

7

9

3

13

5

0

2

0

0

5

2

0

0

9

1

17

12

3

37

16

Table 21: More women in the media? Post-workshop survey results

“After the workshop I learnt that quantity does matter”
Syeda Um-e-Farwa Jafari
Karachi Univrsity

The concept of gender sensitivity seems to be grasped though still vaguely by all these workshop
attendees. They understood what negative portrayal of women in media is but gender justice
and sensitisation is a broader term that most students had difficulty understanding or so it
seemed from their unchanged views after the workshop.
There were a few exceptions whose comments showed comprehension though!
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“Yes, if media is gender sensitive it means more women in the media. Hence more women will
be encouraged to join this field and be comfortable about it.”
Unsigned
FJWU

Such comments like the ones quoted above were few but a positive sign that some students at
least had gained understanding and learnt from the workshop.
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Figure 19: Post-workshop survey query7, collated results
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After the workshop, although there were still replies in the negative, and accompanying
comments showed that students are still unsure of the meaning of the term gender sensitivity
but there seemed to be replies that were heartening and stirred hope that these future women
journalists will certainly make a difference!
Impediments to women entering the media

Pre-workshop Survey results
8. What are the impediments to women entering the media?
The results of this pre-workshop survey indicates that the impediments faced by women
entering the media are many and all sum up to social factors!
Most of the students answered this question in detail and seldom left it unanswered. The replies
were common and hence were roughly but easily divided into the following categories.
Majority i.e. 60 percent of the students named negative social norms and family restrictions the
greatest impediment to their careers in media.
.

Do
Job
Other not
difficulty
know

Male
dominance

Negative social norms/
family restrictions

Security
Issues

FJWU

4

19

1

10

4

6

Khi Univ

12

33

0

11

0

0

Lhr Univ

4

13

1

0

2

0

Pswr Univ

2

18

0

0

0

0

22

83

2

21

6

6

Table 22: Impediments, pre-workshop survey results
The table above lists the most common problems that women face as professionals in the media.
In addition to negative social factors and family restrictions there are factors like male
dominance in the field where men not only dominate in numbers but also prevent growth of
those few women who are media professionals. Security issues are especially mentioned by
these mass communication students since for their research or reporting they may have to travel
to different places and interact with all kinds of people.
Job difficulty includes longer and odd working hours, fieldwork, pick and drop facilities etc.
Other includes unfavourable workplace environment, sexual harassment at workplaces, lower
salary packages, notions such as women are less capable, absence of role models for women in
the media and career counselling.
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Pre-workshop survey results
Impediments to women entering
the media
4% 4%

16%

Male dominance

Negative social
norms/family
restrictions
Security Issues

15%

Job difficulty

1%

Other

60%

Do not know

Figure 20: Pre-workshop survey query8, collated results

The chart above clearly depicts negative social norms and restrictions from family as the biggest
impediment to women's growth as professionals in the media industry, which is generally
labelled as a 'men's domain'. Male dominance was voted by 16 percent to be another
impediment to women entering the media and job difficulty was rated by 15 percent of the
workshop attendees at another such hurdle.

Post-workshop Survey results
1. What are the impediments to women entering the media?
After the workshop, the comments and replies to this query remained the same. The replies
are quantified and depicted in the table and chart below.
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Negative social
Male
attitudes/ family
dominance
restrictions

Security
issues

Work
facilities

Other

Unchanged
views

FJWU

0

2

0

0

0

20

Khi Univ

4

20

0

6

1

13

Lhr Univ

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pswr Uni

0

2

0

0

0

9

Table 23: Impediments, post-workshop survey results
Post-workshop survey results
What are the impediments to
women entering media as a
profession?

Male dominance

Negative social
attitudes/ family
restrictions
Security issues

5%

31%

Work facilities

55%
Other
0%
8%

Unchanged views

1%

Figure 21: Post-workshop survey query8, collated results
The chart shows that 55 percent of the students had unchanged views for this query after the
workshop.
Glass-ceiling effect for women in the Pakistani media

Pre-workshop Survey results
9. Do you think there is a glass-ceiling effect for women in the Pakistani media?
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A large number of women replied to this query in the affirmative although the accompanying
explanations show that only half of them were familiar of or understood this term. Most of those
who said that the glass-ceiling effect exists, believed that in this patriarchal society women's
efforts are undermined and considered less capable. Some believe that women do not make an
effort to break this ceiling and women are not as ambitious since their focus shifts towards
family and children!

FJWU
Khi Univ
Lhr Univ
Pswr Univ

Yes

No

29
33
12
19
93

2
6
1
3
12

Do not
know
1
1
0
0
2

Unanswered
4
3
9
3
19

Table 24: Glass ceiling effect, pre-workshop survey results

“There is glass ceiling effect for women not only in Pakistan but worldwide but if women are ambitious
and determined they can break it!”
Kinza Malik
FJWU
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Pre-w orkshop survey results
Does the glas ceiling effect exist for
w om en in the Pakistani m edia?
80
70
60
50
40

73.8

30
20
10

15

9.5
1.5

0
Yes

No

Do not know

Unanswere

Figure 22: Pre-workshop survey query9, collated results
73.8 percent of women replied in the affirmative, 9.5 percent replied in the negative, and 15
percent left it unanswered.
A lot of replies in the affirmative but the accompanying explanations show that almost half the
students were unsure of what this term means, especially in the Urdu forms where it has been
translated as 'unseen hurdles' and the students again accepted it as a social hurdle rather than a
specific phenomenon preventing the growth of women and usurping their right to reach
decision-making levels.

Post-workshop Survey results
9. Do you think there is a glass-ceiling effect for women in the Pakistani media?
Majority of students had unchanged views after the workshop and since the majority had
replied in the affirmative earlier it does seem that the students did grasp what the term meant
post workshop.
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Yes No
FJWU
6
Khi Univ 24
Lhr Univ
0
Pswr Univ 2
32
37.6

1
0
1
0
2
2

Do not
know
0
0
0
0
0
0

Unchanged
Unanswered
views
13
9
12
1
0
6
9
1
34
17
40
20

Table 25: Glass-ceiling effect, post-workshop survey results

“There are women who have expertise and are skilled in their professions but their voices remain
unheard, they are not projected and they lose confidence in themselves.”
Sana Haseeb
Karachi University

40
20

no
U
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no
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0

D
o
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o

45
40
35
30
25
20 37.64706
15
10
5
2.352941
0

Ye
s

Percentage

Pos t-w or k s hop s ur ve y r e s ults
Is the r e a glas s ce iling e ffe ct for
w om e n in the Pak is tani m e dia?

Figure 23: Post-workshop survey query9, collated results
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After the workshop, 40 percent had unchanged views and 37 percent replied in the affirmative.
There was a few, 2.3 percent, who replied in the negative and 20 percent left it unanswered.
Steps to ensure better representation of women in the media
This query proved useful in finding recommendations and suggestions for ensuring increased
participation of women in the media.
Pre-workshop Survey results
10. What steps would you suggest to ensure better representation of and better environment
for women in the media at every level?
As depicted in the table below, most students gave vague or broadly defined solutions such as
promoting gender equality and improving our social system. There were quite a few who gave
practical solutions such as providing education to women and girls, increasing awareness
among all social strata about the need to educate women and their right to work. Many
suggested providing better work facilities such as better salaries, reserve a quota for women,
devising polices and ethical codes for women that would not only encourage women to join this
field but also decrease those factors that inhibit women's growth and participation. Still more
suggested that women should be motivated and inspired to join this field through career
counselling and workshops.

Better
Increased
Devising
Education
Motivation
social
participation
Better
policies
Promoting
and
and
system
of women/
workplace and code
gender
awareness
courage Other
environment of ethics
and
Increase
equality
among
among
family
opportunities and facilities for gender
women
women
support
for women
sensitivity
FJWU

5

16

6

14

7

0

0

0

Khi Univ

10

15

9

12

13

6

0

0

Lhr Univ

6

3

3

6

0

0

0

4

Pswr Univ

0

5

4

10

4

0

7

0

21

39

22

42

24

6

7

4

Table 26: Steps to ensure better representation of women, pre-workshop survey
results.
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Promoting gender equality
Pre-workshop survey results
What steps should be taken to
ensure better representation of
women in the media?
4%

2%

Better social system and family
support
Education and awareness
among women

13%

4%
15%
24%

Increased participation of
women/ Increase opportunities
for women
Better workplace environment
and facilities
Devising policies and code of
ethics for gender sensitivity

25%
13%

Motivation and courage among
women
Other

Figure 24: Pre-workshop survey query10, collated results

The largest proportion, 25 percent of the women students of mass communication departments
at various universities suggested that steps should be taken to increase participation of women
by providing them more opportunities, reserving a job quota for them and employing women
on the basis of merit and not discriminating against them on the basis of gender. 24 percent
recommended that instead of increasing awareness in women students, families should be
counselled to allow their daughters or wives the right to study and work according to their own
choice, which would eventually help to defeat social norms that prohibit women to explore their
talent and skills.
The rest have been explained earlier and have been suggested in more or less equal proportions.

Post-workshop Survey results:
10. What steps would you suggest to ensure better representation of and better environment
for women in the media at every level?
After the workshop, most students had unchanged views and gave similar suggestions to
ensure better representation of women in the field.
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Better
Increased
Implementation
Better
social
Participation of Policies/Code
Gender
Education/ Workplace
Unchanged
system
of women / of ethics/ Media Other
Equality
Awareness environment
views
/ family
Opportunities
monitoring
and facilities
support
for women
bodies
FJWU

0

4

2

1

1

1

0

16

Khi Univ

2

6

6

7

8

6

Lhr Univ

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pswr Univ

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12

2

10

8

8

9

7

0

44

16

Table 27: Steps to ensure better representation of women, post-workshop survey
results.

Post-workshop survey
What steps should be taken
to ensure better representation
of women in the Paksitani media?

Gender Equality

Better social system /
family support

Education/ Awareness
2%

11%
9%

51%

Better Workplace
environment anf facilities

9%

10%
0% 8%

Increased Participation of
women / Opportunities for
women
Implementation of
Policies/Code of ethics/
Media monitoring bodies
Other

Figure 25: Post-workshop survey query10, collated results
Unchanged views
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4.3 Comments from Students on the Usefulness of the Workshop:
The comparison of pre-workshop and post-workshop survey shows that the students did
indeed learn form it. At the end all students seem motivated and inspired and aware of
their rights, and ready to brave all hurdles to make a difference! A few common replies
include:
Karachi University:
“I learnt about the existence of a gender sensitive code of ethics, How to bring about positive
social change, the importance of putting to use your knowledge. “
“Fuelled my passion to work and prove myself, and I learnt how to face social injustices.”
“Taught us to adopt practical field, and gain technical knowledge”
“Yes, inspired and encouraged me to seek a career as a professional journalist. “
“Helpful for our careers, learning what opportunities are available in the field and the fact that
women are not exploring or experimenting although there are a lot of opportunities for them”
Peshawar University:
“I learnt many new things, discussed many issues openly, and helped me to overcome my
reluctance in joining this field.”
“Women should participate more; each woman should play her part in overcoming family and
social restrictions, find opportunities and prove her worth”.
“This workshop has given me more confidence; learnt a lot about our roles and this field and
experiences of people who have been in this field for some time.”
“Encouraged us to achieve our goals and dreams and not let the society or our womanhood hold
us back.”
“It was extremely motivating, and made us aware of Uks' agenda, and gave us an
opportunity to discuss and share our problems”.
The students of Lahore College for Women University and FJWU left this section
unanswered.
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9:00-9:15
9.15- 9:30

Registration and Filling of pre-workshop survey forms
Welcome and Introductions

9:30-9:45

Why This Initiative? Ms. Tasneem Ahmar shares the idea behind
this workshop

9:45 -11:00
11:00 – 11:15
11:15- 1:15

SESSION ONE: WOMEN IN MEDIA – An Overview Questions,
Comments & Concerns
Tea
SESSION TWO: Identifying/Sharing Challenges & Obstacles,
Questions, Comments & Concerns

1:15- 2:15
2:15-4:15

Lunch
SESSION THREE: Exploring Opportunities, Questions, Comments
& Concerns

4:15-4:30

WRAP UP

4:30-4:45
4: 45

Filling of Survey Forms
Thank you note by Ms. Tasneem Ahmar
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